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What's New in the?
Mile's Tone is an audio synthesizer that emulates the sound of a trumpet. It is based on a mixed use of traditional synthesis (oscillators, filters) and physical modeling synthesis (tuned delay lines, resonators), but more importantly it reflects the behaviour of a real trumpet, reacts to pitch changes and air pressure in a very natural way, and has a nice and warm timbre. Mile's
Tone has been conceived to work with a Wind Controller but it can also be played with a traditional MIDI keyboard thanks to the built-in dedicated envelope generator. Features: * 3 oscillators, 2 filters and a mixer * 3 separate sound sources (horn, bell and resonator) * Realistic feedback of air pressure in the wind controller * Pitch envelope * Touch-sensitive microphone
and volume control * Tuned delay lines and resonators * Sound FXs like "gong" or "clap" TIP Breathing techniques: vibrate breath air into the mouthpiece and then slowly release, you'll get nice juicy and calm harmonics in the end. IMPORTANT This synth is not for sale. It's just a demonstration unit (with the intention of making a firmware version available for purchase).
Generate your personalised mix in the wind controller from a wide range of instruments and have the best way to control it with this bundle. Here you have "The King of Multi-Effects": EXPERT VOICE In the section “Smooth Talk” I show you how to apply parallel compression and other techniques to improve the sound of your trumpet. Learn the best methods to add
harmonics and to make the instrument sound more bright. CORPORAL VIBES In the “Drag and Drop” section I show you how to arrange the sounds of the “General Instruments” and “King of Multi-Effects”. And I’ll show you a series of interesting techniques for adding harmonics, creating noise, adding atmosphere and more. PASSAGE OF TIME The “Peak Amplitude”
section is what made the instrument a big deal. I’ll show you some interesting ways to make your trumpet sound really percussive. WORLD WIDE TROMBONE The “Tonal Tricks” section is where you’ll find the best methods for adding harmonics, moving the instrument from low to high frequencies, or using the “tone” of the instrument to get the right feeling. TRIALS
AND PROBLEMS Every month I’ll try new things on the instrument and I’ll record the results in “The Trials & Problems” section. ** Choose your DAW: Audacity (free), Ableton Live (free), FL Studio (free)** ** BEW
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System Requirements:
Minimum: OS: Windows 10 Processor: Intel Core i3 (2.8Ghz or faster) Memory: 8 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 760 DirectX: Version 11 Storage: 4 GB available space Network: Broadband Internet connection Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card Additional Notes: Multi-core CPU supported, AMD processors will run the game in single-core mode.
For best performance, please update your graphics card drivers to the latest version.Fraz
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